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EDITORIAL
PLEASE READ THIS ONE!

This number of Capital Philately completes my fifth year as editor. I must confess that I am
not personally an avid reader of editorials. For many years as a UK resident I perused The
Times every breakfast time but never read the editorials. In recent years I have weakened
sufficiently to read editorials in stamp journals and magazines. Subconsciously I assume in
the hope of guidance for the next number of Capital Philately. One of my highs as editor
was a few weeks ago when a Queensland subscriber told me he enjoyed reading. these
editorials, he is the first to date!

This editorial differs in two ways from the nineteen that have gone before. It carries a
special request to members to read it and it departs from normal practice in that is
concerned with the Australian Taxation Office (ATO). Not a topic in which I am an expert
nor an organisation that is normally associated with our hobby.

-<

Some three years ago the ATO required everyone, including societies and clubs, to obtain
tax file numbers. These were used in conjunction with interest bearing accounts to reduce
tax evasion. However, societies and the like engaged in non-profit making activities
associated with hobbies and pastimes could apply for exemption. The Australian Philatelic
Federation (APF), State Philatelic Councils and stamp clubs applied and were accepted as
exempt. Nationwide the only exceptions were the two applications from the ACT,
correspondence on this matter with the ACT branch of the ATO dragged on for over two
years. Finally, the ATO provided a tax determination for stamp collecting which now
applies to the whole of the Commonwealth.

I will not attempt to give a detailed account of the determination except to say that much of
it is devoted to explaining how philately differs from other hobbies and pastimes. In short,
we are not regarded as sporting, cultural or educational. Lest readers think 'sporting'
applies only to the fit and young it also includes bridge and chess. It is also clear to
members that our endeavours span cultural and educational aims. Research is undertaken
into all aspects of the production and use of stamps, Capital Philately is an example of this.
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Railway historical societies are accepted as cultural, stamps and postal history are not. We
maintain a leading philatelic library, organise junior stamp clubs and major state and
national exhibitions. Indeed, over the years we have received cultural grants from the ACT
administration.

The tax determination from the ATO is laughable in its logic but potentially devastating in
its impact. Further, it is not open to appeal.

As a result the Society is taxed on interest on its bank accounts and we need to defend
other aspects of our income. We are clearly non-profit making, our income is used
exclusively to further the aims of the hobby such as publications, maintaining a library and
promoting the hobby at all levels. The actual tax to be paid by the society is, we think,
relatively small. However, in order to complete the necessary tax forms it has proved
necessary to pay a tax accountant. This is a comparatively heavy cost to us.

This is all bad enough but the determination also means that grants to the APF from
Australia Post are also liable for tax. Despite the majority of the APF's income passing
through the State Councils (another round of tax?) to finally make its way to assist philately
at the grass roots level of the stamp clubs. Thus, a considerable slice of the APF's money
will be siphoned off away from philately.

The APF, the ACT Philatelic Council and the Philatelic Society of Canberra agree that our
only opportunity to get the ATOs woefully inaccurate determination to be overturned is to
bring the matter to the attention of elected members of the Australian Parliament. Thus, I
am using this editorial to reinforce these views and to appeal to readers to:

WRITE TO YOUR LOCAL ELECTED NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE AND TO
APPROPRIATE GOVERNMENT AND OPPOSITION MEMBERS CONCERNED WITH

TAXATION.

If you feel so minded send a personal letter. If that course of action does not appeal the
Society will provide a pro forma letter that you can sign and send. Ask any member of the
Council of the Society if you require any further information or a copy of the letter. Any
personal appeal to your elected representative should also be pursued.

In addition to the inequity of singling out philatelic societies, it is clear that the tax income
from such measures will be minute. There are some two hundred stamp clubs in Australia,
many much smaller than our own, most of which have very small budgets. For the tax office
to handle these with the inevitable complications can only be a very expensive exercise.

Please respond to this appeal for your help. I promise to return to matters closer to the
core of philately in the next editorial.
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FROM THE CRADLE TO THE GRAVE, AND BEYOND

Ian McMahon

Queensland introduced stamp duties in 1866. In order to collect the duty it issued Chalon
Head duty stamps which are listed in the Stanley Gibbons British Commonwealth
Catalogue as the postal fiscals Fl-15. The introduction of stamp duties followed the
passage of the Stamp Duties Act 1866 and came at a time of financial crisis for the
Queensland Government. Introducing the Stamp Duties Bill in the Legislative Assembly on
21 September 1866, the Colonial Treasurer commented that in his view:

...it is a magnificent way of extractingmoney from the subject and that after we
have perfected our little arrangements for putting on the screw the cost of
collecting the duties will not exceed one per cent. ...There is no means of
avoiding a tax under this Bill and it will be impossible to carry on business
...without coming under the operation of this beautiful invention. The only thing
I have forgotten to tax are babies. I do not think there is any charge for them;
but I believe that in every subsequent phase of a man's existence ...he will have
to pay taxes under this Bill; and after his death, if he leaves property behind him,
his representatives will have to pay taxes under the provisions of this Bill.

The Bill was intended entirely for the purposes of revenue and imposed a charge upon
property, in every sense of the word, and on all business transactions with a wide range of
stamp duties covering all aspects of commerce. A description of the rates is given in Capital
Philately for May 1989. The Treasurer anticipated that the Act would raise 35,000 pounds
in the first year and 100,000 pounds per annum thereafter. In the words of the Treasurer

No man can undertake to act as a trustee ...where property is concerned without
having to pay duties ...No youngster can sign articles of clerkship to an attorney
without paying a substantial contribution towards the revenue. ...The squatter
cannot ship a bale of wool without having to pay for his bill of lading ...In fact
he cannot make use of any shipping documents or raise the wind by any means
whatever, without being compelled to pay handsomely by this process. Nor can
he transfer his run, without contributing liberally to revenue ...It will be quite
optional for anyone to take any step which renders him liable to contribute to
the revenue; but if he goes into business, or deals in property, or in fact transacts
any business of any description, he must pay his contribution to the revenue
under this Act.

-I

Not all members of the Legislative Assembly were keen on the manner in which the
Treasurer introduced the Bill. Mr. R. Cribb replying to the Treasurer said that:

The Colonial Treasurer has introduced the Bill in a very jocular way and has
stated that a man would be treated at every stage of his life under it. But, in his
opinion, the taxation was already sufficiently heavy without such an additional
burden. ...Not only was the bill bad in principle but it would be very oppressive in
operation.

Reference: Queensland Parliamentary Debates 1866.

Ed: this could well be read in conjunction with the Editorial and the current policy of the
Autralian Taxation Office towards philately!
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HONG KONG
1879-1880: POSTAL STATIONERY CARDS WITH AFFIXED STAMPS

Richard Gurevitch

Hong Kong was the first country to have stamps specially overprinted for use on postal
stationery cards. Two values were initially overprinted - 3 Cents on 16 Cents, and 5 cents on
18 Cents, see Figures 1 and 2. Further overprinting with 'THREE' occurred on the 5 Cents
(on 18 Cents) value. The stamps were used on two styles of formula cards for each of the
original values.

'~---.--- - .'-

;~=====-c- ==========~===ll,
.'

Figures 1 & 2. Coloured formula cards: 5 Cents on 18 Cents
on blue card (top) and 3 Cents on 16 Cents on yellow (bottom)

An obligation under the UPU Regulations enacted in 1878 was that member countries
should have available stamped postal-cards. As none existed for Hong Kong when it joined
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the UPU on 1 April 1877 nor at the time the regulation came into force, an order was
eventually placed with De La Rue, possibly towards the end of 1878, for their production.
Originally it was thought that the first postal-cards, and affixed overprinted stamps which
denoted the duty, were .:eroduced in Hong Kong pending the arrival of permanent postal-
cards from Britain (1)(2). However, De La Rue essays (3) proved that these 'interim'
postal-cards and their affixed overprinted stamps were produced by De La Rue. Indeed,
the essays for all four cards [3 Cents on yellow and white cards, and 5 Cents on blue and
white cards] state within each value tablet 'To be printed upon a 16 Cents [or 18 Cents]
Hong Kong stamp', and show the respective values in the style of printing adopted for the
final stamp. However, the further overprinting of the 5 Cents value with 'THREE' (see
Figure 3) must have been performed in Hong Kong by hand. Two values were initially
overprinted, viz. to produce the 3 Cents and 5 Cents duties for the Marseilles and
Southampton routes and the Brindisi route respectively, the latter attracting a postage
premium of two cents.
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Figure 3. Type II 'white' formula card: local overprint of THREE cents
on 5 Cents. On white card with blue overprint, 'Via Brindisi and London' deleted by hand.

The stamps were issued attached to postal-cards, although some copies exist with original
gum and these are thought to have been sold 'by favour'. No multiples of the stamps are
known to exist. All values of the 'stamps' exist with a 'Short T of 'CENTS', illustrated in
Figure 4. I have found that the stamps without the variety to be as common as those with it.
I have hypothesised that an overprinting plate of 12 subjects was developed using the
electro-type process from a primary forme of two subjects. No stamps are known with wing
margins which occur on the parent stamps: rather, some stamps exist with one straight
vertical edge, I have also hypothesised that stamps with single straight vertical edges are a
result of wing margins being guillotined as part of the overprinting process, and sheetpanes
of 60 stamps were broken down into sub-panes of 12 stamps for the overprinting process
(4). There IS no doubt that the further overprinting of the 5 Cents value, referred to earlier,
was performed at the Hong Kong Post Office on individual stamps affixed to their postal-
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cards.

The stamps were attached to coloured (yellow and blue for the 3 Cents and 5 Cents values
respectively) formula cards with inscriptions and lettering in black for the initial issue.
Subsequently the formula cards were replaced with new 'white' cards with inscriptions and
letters in red and blue respectively. Two types of 'white' card exist which can readily be
identified by the top right corner of the border for the stamp location on the card; in one
type the border is closed, and in the other their is a gap. I believe that the 'stamps' were
attached to their respective postal-cards in Kong Kong, where in some cases stamps of the
wrong value were placed on postal-cards, and I noted in one instance that a 3 Cents stamp
was attached in the inverted position on its postal-card (5). My investigations indicate that
between 1,500 and 4,500 of the two initial values were overprinted, of which about 150 of
the 5 Cents on 18 cents value were further overprinted 'THREE'.
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Figure 4. 'White' formula card 5 Cents overprint:
with short 'T (left) and long 'T (right),

Very many cards were bought by collectors and used cards are quite scarce. Only two used
examples of the THREE on 5 Cents on 18 cents have been reported (6).

References
1.Webb, 1966. The Philatelic and Postal History of Hong Kong and the Treaty Ports of China
and Japan. Chapter 20, pp. 156. -
2. Robson Lowe, Encyclopedia of British Empire Postage Stamps - British Asia. Chapter 7,
pp.455,
3. Stanley Gibbons & John Bull auction (Sale JB/SGl), 25 April 1992, Lots 695 & 696.
4. Gurevitch, R. 1991.Hong Kong Study Circle, lournal277 /2 & 3; 1879 'Provisional' Postal
Stationery Cards.
5. Christie's Robson Lowe auction, Hong Kong and Treaty Ports - The Christopher
D'Almada Collection, Zurich, 29 November 1990, Lot 1084.
6. Pearson, P.c., 1971. The London Philatelist, Vol. 80, pp.39.
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NEW SOUTH WALES REVENUES PART 5
THE KING EDWARD VII STAMP DUTY ISSUES

Dingle Smith

Parts 1-4 of this series described the adhesive duty stamJ?s that feature the portrait of
Queen Victoria. These continued in use until replaced, m July 1909, by a new series
showing the crowned head of King Edward VII. Most of the Victorian issues correspond to
the 'classic' period of traditional philately. A period that has an established reputation as
representing the zenith of collecting prowess. The majority of the famous collections and
exhibits date from this time and the most renowned philatelic writers describe such classic
material. There are several reasons for this. They include:

· the methods of stamp production,
· the information that such stamps provide for postal history,
· rarity

The classic period posta~e stamps of the Australian States provide a bewildering array of
flaws, varieties, changes m perforation and watermark and the like. The use of the stamps,
especially on cover, provides major contributions to postmarks and routes which are heart
of postal history. There is also the popular perception that, because of age, such stamps are
rare. For many issues this is incorrect and the numbers printed are often prodigious, not
least because the policy for new issues was, by modem standards, conservative.

Adhesive revenue stamps from the Victorian period share many of these characteristics.
This is however, one major difference. This is that the collecting of revenue stamps fell
from favour after the first decade of the twentieth century. Catalogues of revenue stamps,
such as those by Forbin (1915) or Morley (1910) were no lon~er issued, printed albums
ceased to include spaces for revenues and new issues and varieties were rarely reported in
philatelic journals. In short, adhesive revenues ceased to be an acceptable part of main
stream philately. The period from the early years of the present century until about the
1980s represents the Dark Ages of revenue collecting.

The Victorian issues described so far in this series are relatively well described, those that
post-date them are not. For the revenue philatelist this should present a challenge rather
than a barrier. However, for writers on post-Victorian issues it presents a problem. The
number of articles describing the post-classic issues is very small. This is certainly the case
for the revenue stamps for most of the Australian States. For instance, the excellent
publications by Basset Hull on NSW revenues ceased at about the time that the Edward
stamps appeared. Thus, the reader must regard the information on the post-classic issues as
an introduction rather than a definitive account.

The First Issue
The design and colours of the King Edward series can only be described as florid. As with
the preceding long Victorian duty series, each value is bi-coloured. Some of the colour
combinations are unusual. For example, the official colour description for the 3d is
'magenta and violet-blue' and for the 3/- 'sapphire blue' and geranium'! It is clear that
separate plates were used for the head and for the remainder of the design and the value.
The size and watermark also continue the style of the Victorian forerunners. It is virtually
certain the similarities extend to the plate size and sheet lay-out although I have yet to see
a large enough block to establish this beyond doubt. The sheet and gutter margins continue
to include the words NEW SOUTH WALES STAMP DUTY. I have not seen any
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information of any kind that relates to plate numbers.

These views are shared by Basset Hull who adds a brief mention to the Edward issue in
definitive work on the stamps of New South Wales. He states:

'...the large Duty stamps [the Victoria issue] were in use until the 1st July1909,
when they were superseded by a new bi-coloured set of twenty denominations
bearing a portrait of King Edward VII. Apparently they are of the same size and
arranged in precisely the same way on the sheets as the Queen's Head set so as
to fit the old watermark paper but the Ten Shillings of the last-mentioned set is
still [1912] used for postage purposes (Basset Hull p.283)

Figure 1 shows two die proofs of the King Edward series. The first, marked in manuscript
'rough proof is on glazed card. The second is on thick unwatermarked paper, cut to stamp
size and hinged to a card. Although the differences between the two proofs are small
(minor changes to the detail of the crown), it is tempting to consider the second as a 'final
proof. The provenance of these two proofs is unknown.

Figure 1 Two proof copies of the Edward long revenue duty stamp

The initial issue consisted of twenty values from one penny to one pound. This is confirmed
by the quotation from Basset Hull, from the listing in Osborn (1983) and from a
presentation booklet illustrated in Figure 2. The booklet is thought to be a presentation
copy to Sir Joseph Hector Carruthers KCMG, MLC. Sir Joseph was at that time Premier of
NSW. He is best known for his fierce opposition to the transfer of land from NSW for the
formation of the Capital Territory. This prompted Arthur Deakin the federal Prime
Minister at the time, to instruct his secretary to prepare a letter to Carruthers that should
'...tell him to go to hell. Three pages'. .. .

The first issue is on watermark paper with the 'NSW' sideways (see Figure 3a), the
perforation is 11.5, 12x11.There would appear to be approximately equal numbers with the
NSW reading vertically upwards as with the NSW reading vertically down, ie there was no
preferred mariner in which the watermark paper wasloaded for printing.
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Two additional values, for 4d and 8d were added to the first series at an unknown date.
They were not specifically listed by Osborn as he had not seen copies at the time of the
publication of his study (in 1983). However, gaps were left in the numbering se9.uence and
the presence of these two denominations within the first series is now fully established.

Figure 2 A presentation booklet containing the first issue
of the Edward long revenues.

The Second Issue
King Edward died in 1910 and the second and subsequent issues appeared well after his
death. The continued use of the monarch's head after his/her reign has concluded is not
unusual for Australian revenue stamps. The extreme example is for Victoria where stamps
bearing the head of Queen Victona continued in use until their replacement due to
decimalisation in 1966!

The key feature of the second Edwardian issue is that it is printed on blue paper. The
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paper shades show considerable variation and can be very dark. The perforation is
normally 11.5,12 although some examples are known with the 11.5,12xll of the first issue.
Fulcher (1921) reports that the second issue was 'apparently' issued in 1912 and that the
values seen by him, with the exception of the 3d, were all 11.5,12.This year is also favoured
by Osborn. The earliest dated copy seen is however, 15 Aug 1914. As with the first issue the
NSW watermark is found reading vertically up or down, probably in equal numbers.

If the earliest date is mid-1914, it could indicate the disruption of regular supplies of the
normal watermarked white paper due to conditions brought about by World War I.
Certainly this was the case with subsequent printings of the Edward issue, see below, and of
other Commonwealth and Australian State printings of postage and revenue stamps at that
time.

Of the twenty-two denominations that comprise the first issue, sixteen are listed by Osborn
as continuing into the second issue on blue paper. The missing values are 6/-, 7/-,8/-,9/-,
12/6 and 15/-. I have a copy of the 6/- and It is possible that other values not listed by
Osborn may exist. Conversely, most of the denominations not listed as on blue paper were
little used and are the rarer values. It could well be that existing stocks were sufficient to
meet demand.

The Third issue.
This heralds the return to white paper and is consistently perforated 11.5,12. The
distinguishing feature is that the paper IS watermarked Crown over A, see Figure 3b. The
paper was not designed for use With the long revenues but for smaller format stamps. Thus
the watermark appears twice on each stamp, the actual position is inconsistent.

t 'SI I
\ i, \~ \;\i

Figure 3 NSWwatermark, (3a left),Crown over A watermark (3b centre)
and security underprint (3c right).

Again the date of introduction is not specifically known. The Bulletin of the Fiscal Philatelic
Society (1915) notes that The Australian Philatelist reports the use of Crown over A paper.
This would suggest that such paper was first used in 1914, which is the date given by
Osborn. Again this could indicate a wartime shortage of the NSW watermark paper that
was specifically prepared for use with the long format revenues. Crown over A paper, in the
small format, was available and had been used for the printing of NSW small format
postage stamps from Oct 1905 as a part of the policy to indicate the federal responsibility
for postal (not revenue) services. -.

Fourth Issue
There is no doubt that World War I disrupted supplies used in stamp production, this
applied to watermarked paper, the quality of the paper itself and to inks. In both World
Wars many countries reduced the size of stamps to save paper! This was the case with NSW
revenues and a smaller format 2d value (to be described m detail later in this series) was
introduced in 1917..Wartime disruption, suggested above, could also be the reason for the
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use, for relatively short periods, of the blue and Crown over A watermark paper for the
second and third issues of Edwardian revenues.

There is little doubt that these wartime restrictions were responsible for the fourth issue.
These were printed on poorer quality paper and use a security underprint to replace the
more usual watermark. Security underprints are a device that involves printing the paper
first with a security mark (in this case the letters 'NSW') before repeating the operation to
print the actual stamp design. The form of the security underprint is illustrated in Figure
3c.

The fourth issue of Edward revenues represents the first use of security underprints for the
production of NSW revenue stamps, although the small format 2d issue was likely
produced at a similar time. After this date security underprints, to replace watermarks,
occur at irregular intervals for a number of NSW revenue issues. Queensland, Tasmania
and the Commonwealth have also employed various forms of security underprints as stop
gap measures. This interesting by-way of Australian revenue philately has however, not
been used for the production of postage stamps by the Commonwealth. Osborn (1983) was
the first to note the use of security underprints for the Edward revenue issues. He lists only
one value, the 8d, and gives it a R1 rarity (101-300 copies though to exist). Examples of the
Gdvalue with a security underprint have also been noted.

Examples of this temporary issue are undoubtedly rare but I would urge revenue collectors
to carefully inspect their Edward revenue stamps to see if they are underprinted rather
than watermarked. The reason for this advice is that the underprint is easily missed. This is
because the colour of the stamps are generally dark and mask the underprint. The paper is
inferior and the detail, especially of the Kin~'s head, is very poor in comparison to the
other issues. Figure 4 attempts to illustrate this by using an example of the 6d value from
the first and fourth issues. Despite the presentation in black and white the differences are
apparent.

Figure 4 The 8d value with (left) and without (right) security underprint.
Note: the inferior printing of the stamp to the left.

None of the copies see by Osborn, or by myself, are dated and the year of issue is a surmise
based on the use of the same underprint on the smaller 2d format revenue. Dated copies of
the latter with the security underprint are relatively common and it is almost certain that
the year of issue was 1917. It is thought that the device was only used for a relatively short
time, probably a few weeks or months.

Fifth Issue
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About 1918 the Edward series returned to its pre-1914 style, ie printed on white paper with
NSW watermark (reading up or down) and perforated 11,5, 12. The fifth series continued
without further change until replaced by the long running small format numeral duty
stamps in 1909. Osborn lists nineteen values, it would seem that the 9/-, 12/6 and 15/-
were discontinued. It is useful to note that the 9/- and 12/6 denominations are only known
from the first issue in 1909.

Selected values of the Edward fifth long revenue series were overprinted for use as swine
duty stamps in 1928. These will be described at a later date under that usage.

Shades and Variations
The watermark and perforations have been described for each of the five issues. The
shades of all the values exhibit very marked variations, For instance, those for the 5/-
denomination vary from pale pink to darkest purple. Attempts to allocate shades to issues
have been unsuccessful. It would seem that the ink recipe varied with individual printings.
Varieties are few. One plate variety that occurs on the 5/- is a marked diagonal scratch
across the '5/-' at the top left of the design. Imperforate marginal copies of the earlier
Vi~torian long revenues are not uncommon but none have been described for the Edward
senes.

Summary
The Edwardian long revenues are gaudy and ornate, partly because of this they are
frequently neglected. They are certainly never counted among the classic issues and mark
the start of the Australian States Dark Age period for revenue stamps.

They are relatively easy to obtain and studies of perforations and watermarks can be
challenging and rewarding, I must confess to a personal liking for these issues. Some 18
years ago I purchased, unseen, a large accumulation of them from a UK auction house. I
spent many happy hours sorting these into the differing types. This study pre-dated the
publication of the late Dennis Osborn's listing of NSW revenues and I was later able to
discuss the variations and classifications with him. It was indeed, the start of my interest in
NSW and Australian State revenues.
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EXTRACT FROM THE DYNAMIC ROOTS OF POSTAL HISTORY
NO. 41 ROADS AND POSTS IN ROMAN BRITAIN

The late Alan Tippett

One attempts to work out a synchronic picture of the roads and postal system in pagan
Britain before its conversion to Christianity. How did the basic Roman system under the
Empire work out at its extremity in the isolated region? London had virtually established
itself as central. Like the spokes radiating out from the hub of a wheel five major roads had
been established for administrative purposes - judicial, fiscal and postal. At locations like
Silchester, Winchester, Wroxeter and Cirencester smaller roads fed into the main system
and opened up tribal areas for official communications. Official determinations were
circulated and information brought in. The courier service operated as elsewhere in the
Empire.

'The Antonine Itinerary', a document of the third century, provides details of sixteen routes
utilized by the government postal service and equipped with proper exchange posts for
horses, rest-houses and posting facilities. However not all the roads of Britain were built
under the administrative system, although Roman engineers were used for the surveying
and supervision, gangs of local labour doing the work of road-building. A number had
actually been constructed for purely commercial reasons. The courses of these roads have
been described by Blair in Roman Britain and early England. They served the Sussex Downs
and the Weald, touching at Brighton, Lewes and Chichester, with cross roads, and south
from the London to the Canterbury road at Rochester to Hastings. These were commercial
roads to deal with the produce of corn growing areas and swine pastures for the London
markets, and the early British iron fields. A similar set of roads was built in the East
Midlands between London and Lincoln for commercial reasons and became the centre of a
well-organized pottery industry. there was also a military station on the road.

The road system was also geared to suit the Roman establishments in Britain which were,
of course, letter writing communities with a different life-style to the tribal groups.
Verulamium was supposed to have been a Roman municipium, a community of Roman
citizens living under normal Roman constitutional patterns. Colchester, Gloucester,
Lincoln and York were the four British colonia, ie settlements of veteran legionaries.

There were also bodies of Romans designated Servi Augustales, whose duty was to
maintain worship of the Roman Emperor. There were temples communities, for instance
the Temple of Claudius at Colchester, where occasional gatherings were held with
delegates from other localities. These temples were supposed to maintain the unity of the
Empire and hold the social life together in pre-Christian times. In passing, they provided
the only direct approach to the Emperor other than through the Governor - they also
served as a check on the Governor!

As Roman citizens all these were letter writing communities. We mi~ht assume the same
for the commercial cities, although the civitates did not have full CItizenship rights they
nevertheless lived a Roman lifestyle. These communities with extensive land and urban
centres were busy with management and business affairs and were literate. In reality the
civitates comprised the Romanized local tribal aristocracy. There were other civilian
settlements which sprang up in the vicinity of military stations and along the defence walls
which had a good deal of contact with Roman life and its advantages.
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The interesting thing about pre-Christian Britain is that the isolation of the region makes it
possible to study the Roman administrative system as an entity at work - almost an
experimental situation. The surviving records are largely administrative and mostly in
repositories outside Britain, ie they are archival and impenal. In reality, as the commercial
role in road development shows, commerce played a significant part in the lifestyle as a
whole and also the facilities for the carriage of mails. Moreover it appears that the most
significant early cross posts were developments of trade and commerce, as least down to
the Christian missionary period.

EARlY CIVIL & COMMERCIAL ROADS OUT OF
LONDON. MILITAR'! ROADS DIRECT TO WALL
(Lined with Forts North of Lincoln &

Chester. )

The statistics of the Roman army in Britain have been calculated from the military
diploma, which were documents engraved in bronze, a kind of discharge and certification
of good service and conferment of citizen rights. They were prepared in batches and
provide general information about troops. A number of these have survived, dated between
about 100 and 150 AD, andfrom them a reasonable calculation would be that there were
well over 50,000 in Britain at the time. The administration of such an army, the forts, the
garrisons, their food and military supplies must have involved considerable postal business.

There is a limited survival of Roman letters from this army community, although most have
perished due to their impermanent medium. Some historical data have been fixed by those
\ve have. We learn the name of one of the early provincial governors from such a letter, a
tablet written by a soldier seeking a promotion. Another was sent to a soldier covering a
package with socks, sandals and under-pants and greetings to some of his friends
mentioned by name, and in passing Latin, Greek and Celtic names suggesting that some at
least of the cohorts were multi-racial,

On the other hand letters from London have tended to reflect the business life of the city.
Some of these are on lead and one concerns a money settlement. Another is a tag with an
endorsement to the effect that goods were received in good order and condition. Another,
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about the sale of a slave girl, indicates the presence of a slave market there. Still others
record land sales. To this extent they reflect the general life style. However, few have
survived before the third century. The rural trade seems to have been more by barter. Tile-
making was more romanized than the potteries judging by the fact that the craft work was
signed.

The road system, as indicated, radiated from London apparently to provide more direct
contact with the coloniae, the tribal capitals and the legionary fortresses, and were used for
private affairs, transporting goods and passengers as well administration. Local trade
however, seems to have preferred the ancient roadways to the main 'shortest route' roads,
and as these were also equipped with posting stations there is reason to believe that they
were indeed the original postal routes. Though not as well constructed they were good all-
weather roads and much used by the lighter type of carriage.

In addition England was well-served by her extensive water borne traffic for the transport
of goods and for communications. She developed her own types of shipping which linked
the countryside with Southampton, London and the Humber, and thence with the outer
world. This is how it was in Britain before Christian times.

AWARDSTO MEMBERS

Canberra-based members of the Society achieved the following awards for exhibits at
NORTHPEX 94, the National Show in Hamilton, New Zealand for 1994 and at the
QUEENSLAND STAMP SHOW 94 with national classes in Thematics and Maximaphily.

NORTHPEX 94; Hamilton, 13-15 May 1994.
Hans Karman: Frank and free. Postal history, Gold & Reserve Grand Prix.
Ian McMahon: Canadian aerogrammes. Postal stationery, Silver.
Jeremy I.Smith: Trains, tracks and time. Youth (18-19), Large Silver.

QUEENSLAND STAMP SHOW; Brisbane, 11-13 JUNE 1993.
Edric C.Druce: Development of aircraft. Maximaphily, Silver-bronze.
Edric C.Druce: Earth- this is your life. Thematics, Vermeil.

Congratulations to all, especially to Hans Karman for such an excellent display. A special
mention also for Ed Druce for what must be the first competitive exhibit of maximaphily
from a member of the Society!

NORTHPEX 94

NEW ZEALAND
NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION
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REVIEW: THE JOURNAL OF BRITISH COMMONWEALTH PHILATELY

This journal is the successor to a publication called The Keyplate Exchange which was
published from 1985 to 1989 by Arthur C. Hamm a US stamp dealer based in New York.
The Keyplate Exchange focused on the large format keyplate issues of Bermuda, Ceylon,
Leeward Islands, Malta, Nyasaland, Straits Settlements and Tanganyika. Whilst this is a
popular area, it is somewhat specialised and the publication was a mechanism to both
foster interest and to help sell his own material.

The Journal of British Commonwealth Philately is much more than a simple extension of the
previous publication. To quote from the first issue:

It has been our dream for some time to publish a scholarly philatelic
journal which would 'cover the Commonwealth' and bring into the
homes of its readers photocopies of some of the best British
Commonwealth material in the world.

The first issue, published in January 1992, contained articles on the KGV Bermuda 12/6
revenue on cover, large format KGV Malta keyplates on cover, notes on further varieties of
the KGVI issues of the Leeward Islands as well as photocopies (and an introduction) of the
award winning Nyasaland collection of David Springbett. This comprised 40 pages of
photocopies of the collection which comprised a study of the large format keyplates 1907-
1943 of Nyasaland. At first glance it appeared that this first issue was simply an extension of
The Keyplate Exchange. However, the material shown was impressive and illustrated the
highlights of an obviously larger study. The second issue was not published until April 1994,
a break of over two years. The second issue comprised an article on the Caravels of
Bermuda and the highlights of Danforth-Walker's award winning collection of early
Grenada. This comprised some 42 pa~es of photocopies of the actual collection, which
again contained some impressive matenaL

The journal has 56-60 pages, is stapled and of a slightly higher quality than Capital Philately
with good quality colour cover illustrating coloured copies of covers and the photocopies
are of a higher standard. It appears to be American Quarto in size. Whilst the quality of the
illustrations could be improved this would undoubtedly add significantly to the cost. The
most important feature of the journal is that it records major collections, although not in
their entirety, something that does not occur elsewhere. If the journal continues to record
significant collections in this manner it will become an invaluable record, far more
important than auction catalogues of similar collections, because it comprises photocopies
of the original album pages, which include invaluable information. Arthur Hamm is to be
commended on this innovation.

The journal is a must for all philatelic society libraries, judges and would be of interest to
philatelic bibliophiles. My only concern is the big break between the two first issues.
However, I believe that this should no longer be a problem and that in future it will appear
at regular intervals, four per year. At $US40.00 per annum postpaid (for four issues) the
average collector may find it somewhat expensive but as long as it continues to provide a
record of major or important collections it will be money well spent. To my knowledge,
there is no other journal like it in the world. It is available from Arthur C.Hamm, PO Box
209, Glen Echo, MD 20812, USA. I suggest that you write before sending any money in
order to check on the availability of back issues.

Darryl Fuller
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